Agricultural and Biological Sciences
  Biological & Health Science  TAY 144: 05:30 PM to 06:15 PM.

Business and Communication
  Business & Communication Oral  TAY 170: 04:00 PM to 06:15 PM.
  Computer Information Technology  MC 174A: 04:15 PM to 05:30 PM.

Language and Letters
  Creative Writing  TAY 106: 04:15 PM to 06:00 PM.
  Literary Analysis  TAY 130: 04:45 PM to 06:30 PM.

Physical and Mathematical Sciences
  Physical and Mathematical Sciences  TAY 160: 04:00 PM to 06:00 PM.

Scholarship of Learning and Teaching
  Education  MC 174B: 04:45 PM to 06:15 PM.

Social Sciences
  Economics in Social Science  TAY 120: 04:15 PM to 06:00 PM.
  Family Relations I  TAY 275: 04:15 PM to 06:15 PM.
  Family Relations II  TAY 147: 04:45 PM to 06:30 PM.
  Family Relations III  TAY 247: 04:45 PM to 06:30 PM.
  Political Science I  Tay 237: 05:15 PM to 06:15 PM.
  Political Science II  Tay 211: 05:15 PM to 06:30 PM.
  Study of Abuse & Violence  TAY 105: 04:30 PM to 06:30 PM.
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